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Discovering Eternal Life…
When St Benedict wrote his Rule for monks in the sixth century, he can have had little idea of its future world-wide impact.
He was, however, already drawing on a tradition that extended across the entire Mediterranean world, from Egypt and North
Africa, Rome and Constantinople, France and Spain and beyond to the Celtic monks of Ireland and north and west Britain
and which had even, perhaps, made contact with Buddhist monasticism from India. He also envisaged his Rule as directing
not just one monastery, but several, and monasteries sufficiently widespread to experience different needs and opportunities
according to the climate of their location. He could not have known that his monks would be the key agents of the spread
of Christian community life lived according to the precepts of the Gospel into the Saxon and Germanic realms of northern
Europe. Although Benedictine monasteries have deep roots in a particular locality, it is therefore a mistake to think of them as,
by nature, isolated and inward looking.
When a handful of monks and boys arrived at Downside from Acton Burnell in 1814 they resembled in many ways the
mustard seed of the parable, the smallest of all the seeds. But by the end of the century Downside monks had established
the Church in Australia, with twelve dioceses and the foundation of schools, health care and universities. It was a miraculous
transformation from the struggling remnants of a school and monastic community that had seen rejection and imprisonment
in Douai during the French Revolution.
As my time as Head Master draws to a close, it would be foolish to engage in prophecy, that most gratuitous of errors to
which we are susceptible. But there are some new signs of growth that should be watched and carefully tended. English
Benedictines have been forging links with South America since the 1960s, first with Peru and more recently with Chile. In this
Downside Diary you can read how the girls of the Manquehue Apostolic Movement have been helping us at Downside to
build communities of faith within the School that grow in friendship around careful listening to the Word of God and develop
a shared sense of mission. I am convinced that the extraordinary adventures our pupils are now engaged in, in so many parts
of the world, are inspired by a new found faith in the love of God and neighbour revealed to us in Christ Jesus. I know you will
share our delight in them as you read about them in this Diary. This is exactly the generous and loving engagement with life
that the Rule of St Benedict is designed to foster.
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The problems of the twenty-first century are different from those we have encountered in our history, though their root
causes are not, perhaps, dissimilar. We face, more sharply than before, a particular dilemma. Our economy requires us to
consume more and more to survive financially, but the resources of our world are finite and the more we compete for them
the more we can expect conflict and destruction. Watching the news and reading the papers can engender despair. It is clear
that developing technology will have a crucial part to play in resolving the dilemma, and that is a main reason for ensuring
that our pupils are well prepared to take on responsibility in the areas of the natural sciences and engineering. But more
fundamental will be a carefully nurtured sense of respect for the intrinsic beauty and value of every human being and for
the creation that sustains us. It is fashionable to extol spirituality and decry religion, but both will be essential. Religion without
spirituality is nothing but an ideology and a source of conflict; spirituality without religion is individualism without the means of
building the communion that is essential for human fulfilment. Catholic and Benedictine education has both the tradition and
the vision to give us the means to confront the problems of our world with faith and hope and love.
Dr Whitehead and his staff of monks and lay men and women have ahead of them an immense task. This is a good moment
to reflect on how vast is the responsibility they share together with the parents who are preparing their children for the
lives that await them. But they should be more confident than fearful, and more determined than intimidated, because God
is immeasurably generous. He has, as St Benedict reminds us, given us Christ, his only Son, to lead us all together to life
everlasting. At whatever point we are in our journey, we can, therefore, also reflect that we have a sure guide in God’s Word.

Dom Leo Maidlow Davis
Head Master
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LOOKING forward
It is a great honour and a truly historic
opportunity to be appointed the first lay
Head Master at Downside. My love for the
place dates back to 2004 when I arrived
to be Head of English at the School; the
following few years were hugely exciting
as the School became co-educational and
developed rapidly in various areas under
the leadership of Dom Leo. Now I am
looking forward to returning with my wife
and family to make Downside our home
and to see the School through its next
dynamic phase of development.

As a practising Catholic and someone who
has engaged with Benedictine spirituality
over a number of years, coming back to
Downside is a return pilgrimage to a true
spiritual home; a few years ago, I took part,
together with pupils, staff and monks in a
section of a pilgrimage walk from Downside
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to Worth, to commemorate 75 years of
the founding of Worth’s community. Now
I am making that journey in reverse on a
personal level, at a time when Downside is
celebrating its Bi-centenary of its location
in Somerset. It is a homecoming to the
‘mother house’ and it reinforces to me
the importance of the task of successfully
launching the School into its next key
phase, that of lay leadership.

A Christ-centred education, developed
through the wisdom of the Rule of St
Benedict and with prayer at the heart of
the School, will remain the most important
priority. The spiritual development of every
young person entrusted to the care of
the School will continue to be seen as the
most important responsibility for all those
involved; this formation of young people is
a tremendous privilege for all.

As a committed schoolmaster, I am looking
forward to savouring the teaching and
learning that happens within the School,
together with the pupils, and I am very much
looking forward to engaging with the world
of Downside sport; this may even involve
some refereeing on my part on a Saturday
afternoon! The culture of Downside, with
its wonderful boarding life, music, drama, art,
sport and a wide range of other activities,
including the CCF and Duke of Edinburgh
scheme, is in itself justifiably a proud tradition;
it will be my task to guide and support its
on-going success and development.
As I look forward to bringing my family
to Downside, I would like to thank most
sincerely the whole community for its
prayers and good wishes.

Dr James Whitehead

Looking Forward
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“The Power
		 Of Reflection”
Two years ago, I wrote that the ‘future of Downside is changing’. Two years later, that possibly
daunting, but no less exciting, changing future looks more optimistic and better than ever.

Inspirational teaching
“The quality of teaching is excellent overall.”
(ISI Report, January 2013)
One of my aims when I started as Director of Studies was
to improve the quality of teaching so that it became more
consistent across the range of subjects and reflected the
best practice evident within the School. The ISI validation
was a huge morale boost for staff, but we are not resting
on our laurels. We will continue to invest in teaching and
learning, and in the professional development of staff.
We are embracing the most contemporary teaching and
learning research. We have introduced a VLE (Virtual
Learning Environment) and WiFi, and we are providing more
opportunities for Academic Scholars and Gifted students.
In addition, we have created a faculty structure, and I am
working with each Head of Faculty in ensuring that teaching
standards remain high and the tracking and monitoring of
pupil progress is rigorous.
Examination success
Our 2013 A Level results will show a significant improvement.
We have reviewed the university guidance and support
system, and we are providing excellent support for pupils
applying to a range of undergraduate courses at top Russell
Group universities. For example, 5 pupils were offered places
to study at Oxbridge colleges this year, and we provided high
quality support with respect to completing their applications
and preparing for interviews.

Target-setting to raise academic achievement
We introduced a new target grade system last year so
that all pupils are set ambitious, yet realistic, targets in each
subject being studied at GCSE and A Level. Our tracking and
monitoring system has been developed so that it is more
robust, and underperforming pupils are identified early and the
appropriate actions are taken. For example, pupils benefited
from additional support sessions in January and in the runup to the summer examinations. We have also reviewed our
reporting and assessment procedures because we recognise
the importance of providing frequent, high quality information
to parents. Pupil attainment will be clearer and there will
be a new support structure for underperforming pupils. At
Downside, I firmly believe that “the strong have something to
yearn for and the weak nothing to run from”.
Lifelong learning
“Pupils are excellent learners.” (ISI Report, January 2013)
Change is inevitable. The ability to adapt, modify and innovate
in a fragile, inter-dependent global economy is now more
important than ever. We need to empower young people
to embrace the uncertainty of the future, and welcome new
challenges as another exciting road to embark upon rather
than an insurmountable hurdle to overcome.
At Downside, we aim to equip our pupils with the skills
and confidence to react positively to the changes they will
undoubtedly encounter in their academic and professional
careers. We will continue to foster a positively charged,
supportive environment where each individual can learn how
to be independent, how to take risks and how to maximise
the opportunities presented by the prospect of change.
Daniel Gibbons, Director of Studies
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Downside Abbey’s Monastic Library is an iconic statement of the
prevailing architectural trends of the 1960s and 1970s. It seems an
unusual building, sitting beside the magnificent Abbey Church of Dunn
and Hansom, Garner and Gilbert Scott. Scholars who use the Library
have various interpretations: some see it as a brutalist construction in
the midst of a neo-Gothic architectural landscape, others see it as a
building more Stalinist than Somerset. Devotees of Twentieth Century
architecture adore the building as if it were a masterpiece of post-War
engineering and design. Those with more Victorian tastes tend to be as
pleasant as possible and look the other way.
The Monastic Library is the intellectual hub of the Monastic Community.
Its collections have supported the learning and scholarship of the monks
since the foundation of the English priory of St Gregory the Great in
the university town of Douai in 1606. Little is known of the Library once
held by the monks at Douai. When, in 1793, French Revolutionary forces
placed the Community under house arrest the chapel was desecrated
and the Library dispersed. In 1795, when the Community arrived at
Acton Burnell no more than a handful of the original collection came
with them. Dom Norbert Sweeney, the Monastic Librarian at Downside
(1845 – 50) wrote of the Douai Library as:
‘[a] splendid library of 80,000 volumes, the slow and sweet growth of
years, was scattered. Some of the books had been torn up for cartridges:
others had been claimed as national property, and had been transferred to
the public library of the town, where many of them are to be seen, bearing
the old stamp of the monastery.’

10 www.downside.co.uk
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Part of the Seventeenth Century Collection.
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After settling into the relative calm of Stratton-on-the-Fosse,
two-hundred years ago, the Monastic Library grew through
successive monastic librarians. The Library would have been
kept in a room in the Old House, later in Goodridge’s
first priory and later spreading throughout the monastic
buildings from Dunn and Hansom’s additions to the
monastery and the School. The construction of a separate
building for the Monastic Library was always a concern of
the Community. A.W.N. Pugin designed a library for the
Community in 1839, the plans of which are in the Archive;
Leonard Stokes, commissioned to enlarge the School
buildings, envisaged a single library building, similar to the
refectory, to the north of the monastic living quarters.

The Community concluded that the new building ought to
be outside the monastic enclosure so that public access could
be maintained without disturbing the monastic life. A proposal
to erect the building where Stokes had decided to place
the Library in the early 1900s was rejected in favour of the
‘East Wing’ project where the Library is situated today. The
commission was given to Francis Pollen, who also designed
Worth Abbey Church.

The ‘Great Librarian’: Dom Raymund Webster.

The Art Dyaling part of The Gatty Collection which influenced the final
design of the Monastic Library.

Detail of a Papal Bull from Leo X (1513 – 1521) dated 1513.

It was not until Abbot Christopher Butler’s second term
that the issue of the Monastic Library was finally solved.
The Community was a centre of the ‘thinking’ that was later
discussed and formulated at the Second Vatican Council
(1962 – 65). Butler played a significant role at the Council in
his capacity as Abbot President of the EBC (1961 – 66). Butler
commissioned Dom Philip Jebb to provide the Community
with a report into how to go about establishing a new
library in light of the reforms that would later influence the
Universal Church. Dom Philip’s note books contain a wealth
of information into his understanding of the role of learning,
the relationship between the laity and the clergy and first
and foremost, the importance of the Church as an agent of
education and scholarship. Dom Philip presented his report
to the Abbot and his Council and argued for a semi-public
building – much like the Jesuits were attempting to recreate
at Heythrop – where monastic learning could sit comfortably
next to academic access. Dom Philip attempted to provide
a synthesis between the new ideas of Vatican II, the monastic
vocation and the Medieval inheritance of educational ‘outreach’.

14 Scholarship & Learning
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The Collections
The Library building has six floors: besides the Abbey Church,
it is one of the largest buildings on campus. There are over
400,000 books in the Library. The strengths of the collection
reflect the fundamental role it has in the education and
scholarship of the monastic Community. It has one of the
largest Patristics collections in the country – not just the
Latin and Greek fathers but also the Oriental. Its works on
theology range from Aquinas to Avery Dulles; on philosophy
from Demosthenes to Dawkins and on History (sacred and
profane) from Dugdale to Duffy. The Rare Book Collection
numbers some 35,000 volumes. It is divided into several
collections: the Recusant Collection is a comprehensive
run of every work published by an English Catholic author
from 1517 – 1829 including a large collection of books
from the Catholic Diaspora in Europe and America. There
are ascetical works by Benedictine authors, including works
by the Maurists. The Library contains one of the largest
collections of the Rule of St Benedict in over thirty languages.
The Bishop Collection, named after Edmund Bishop (18461917), contains a large collection of liturgical works, missals,
antiphonals, devotional texts and bibles including a first edition
of Sir Thomas More’s, Complete Works in English published
under Queen Mary in 1557. The Medieval Manuscript

including the manuscript books collection, is the finest
in the South West. Some of the finest books include
the Hereford Missal (fifteenth century); the Ely Psalter
(fourteenth century) and the Lambach Prophetarium (tenth
century). The collection also contains fragments from the
Arbroath and Aberdeen breviaries – from the earliest
printed works in Scotland. The Lamspringe Collection,
brought over from the English Benedictine Abbey in
central Germany in the early nineteenth century, contains
works by Montaigne to Captain John Smith’s, True Travels,
Adventures and Observations (1630), one of the first
accounts of the exploration of North America. The Gatty
Collection contains one of the most eclectic collections of
seventeenth century works relating to ‘the art of dialling’
(sundials, zodiacs, etc.) Of the one hundred and fifty
incunabula (books printed before 1501) there is a copy
of Dante’s Divine Comedy (Spoleto, 1470) and Voraigne’s
Golden Legend or Lives of the Saints (Venice, 1478).

Webster was responsible for collecting the greater part of the
sixteenth and seventeenth century collections and added to
Bishop’s collections through frequent sojourns to Bonhams.
Webster turned the already impressive collection into one
that could rival an Oxbridge college or cathedral library. The
Library was much enhanced by Dom Daniel Rees (Monastic
Librarian, 1986 – 2007). Rees negotiated the acquisition of
The Gillow Collection (English Catholic history) and worked
with Dr David Rogers (C36) in consolidating and expanding
the Recusant collections: these included Blessed John Henry
Cardinal Newman’s Bible with his remark, ‘I suppose I have
used no Bible so much as this. JHN’. Rogers, Head of Special
Collections at the Bodleian, left a large collection of Medieval
Manuscripts (largely Papal Bulls from the 14th to 18th C.)
The Future
The current Monastic Librarian, Dom Aidan, commissioned a
team to investigate how the aims of Abbot Butler could be fully
realized in creating a Monastic Library with public access.The
Development Office, in conjunction with other staff, applied to
the Heritage Lottery Fund for a grant to help conserve and
protect this internationally important collection. In June 2013,
after a six month consultation process, and a second round
application, a grant for £865,000 was awarded.The overall
project cost is £1.3 million and the grant was augmented by an
additional £400,000 raised by the Development Office as the
project developed.The grant will allow Downside to protect its
collections professionally, provide a digital catalogue on-line of its
most important collections and provide remedial building work
to the Library in providing an environmentally controlled space.
The Benedictine Order has always been at the forefront of
scholarship and learning and it is in this tradition that Downside
moves into its second two hundred years.
Dr Simon Johnson, Keeper of the Library

The Bull Plantata of Pope Urban VIII: this erected the English Benedictine
Congregation and confirmed its juridical continuity with the English
Congregation of 1336.

Besides the core collections are a number of sub-collections
which illustrate the intellectual pursuits of the Community over
the past two centuries. The first ‘Great Librarian’ (as noted by
Abbot Butler in the Fasti Gregoriani, 1793 – 1932) was Dom
Raymund Webster (Monastic Librarian, 1913 – 34; 42 – 55).

Folios from the Nuremberg Chronicle (1483) detailing the Creation.
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THINKDEEP
Andrew Pattison, Head of Biology, organised a trip for AS Biology pupils in October 2012 to the National
Oceanography Centre, part of the University of Southampton. The visit included going out to sea on the R.V. Callista
to trawl the sea floor for crabs and limpets, snails and fish. They also retrieved samples of the sea floor
substrate to compare polluted and non-polluted areas before finishing with a plankton trawl.
Dr Jon Copley, Senior Teaching Fellow in Marine Ecology, University of Southampton, gave a lecture on the biology of
deep sea vents (underwater volcanoes) ahead of his expedition in early 2013 to the Cayman Trough. He promised
to stay in touch and kept his promise by offering the opportunity to link up with him by Skype from the control
deck of his research vessel sitting in the middle of the Caribbean Sea around the Cayman Islands. Pupils saw
live footage of the vents that Dr Copley and his team were working on including the research submarine at
work gathering plant and sea life that would be analysed on the ship. There was even time for a Q&A.
“Being able to talk to students from our research ship exploring the world’s deepest known undersea vents, 3.1 miles
down in the Cayman Trough, was a great experience for our team aboard the RRS James Cook. The students asked
excellent questions about the research that we were doing to find out more about the ocean depths and about the
equipment that we were using to work there. We’re very grateful to the team at Downside who enabled the link to take
place, and we hope to deliver such links on further expeditions, and encourage students to “think deep” for the future.”
That’s an especially valid point as one of the most important elements of the expedition was to find out
how humans impact on the oceanic environment. Plastic bags have been found in the vents themselves,
illustrating where some of our rubbish can reach. It’s pause for thought.
FACTS
• The vents in the Cayman Trough cover an area the size of two football pitches with temperatures reaching
400 degrees at the top of the vents themselves and it’s 500 times atmospheric pressure at that depth.
By contrast the temperature at the surface is ‘only’ 27 degrees.
• New species of shrimp have been discovered.

16 Think Deep
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IT’S ALL ABOUT THE
RIGHT FORMULAE
French pupil Charles Baudron (pictured left) was chosen to enter the British Physics
Olympiad run by Oxford University. From schools all over the country around 1,600
pupils take part each year. The Olympiad involves sitting two exams of around
2 hours each. Winning a Gold Award puts Charles amongst the top 100 physicists
in the UK. Having completed his A Levels in 2013 Charles will be going on to study
a double degree in Business & Engineering in the United States at the prestigious
Wharton Business School, part of Pennsylvania University. It’s considered amongst
the best undergraduate schools in the world.
Not to be left out, four pupils took part in the Chemistry Olympiad held by
The Royal Society of Chemistry for the best A Level chemists across the country.
Piotr Manasterski and Agata Lisiecka won Silver, Richard Grew and Natalie Tsang
Bronze. Their future plans are to study science, medicine or veterinary science
at university. Piotr went on to gain a Bronze in the Biology Olympiad, set by the
Biological Society of Great Britain, Richard Grew also received a Commendation.

18 It’s All About The Right Formulae
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Our

LADY

Stained glass is a traditional and beautiful part of any
church building and Downside’s Abbey Church is no
exception. The Lady Chapel interior was an attempt to
re-create what a Medieval Church would have looked
like. In some respects the designer commissioned to
complete the chapel, Sir Ninian Comper followed A.W.N.
Pugin in trying to envisage English ecclesiastical space had
the Reformation never happened. The glass in the Lady
Chapel is particularly interesting. This chapel opened in
1888: the stone altar table was enclosed by four riddle
posts of wrought iron topped by taper bearing angels with
hangings. The east end of the apsidal space was squared
to form a small sacristy approached by two oak doors.
The stained glass windows were designed by Comper
and installed over a period of twenty-seven years from
1899. The scenes depicted on the north side of the chapel
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include Abraham sacrificing Isaac and Miriam, the sister
of Moses, the Psalmist, King David and the Prophet Isaiah.
A third window represents Mary’s parents, Joachim and
Anne. In the apse where the windows are earlier are the
Espousal, the Annunciation and the Visitation of Our Lady.
On the south side the windows depict the four Evangelists
and the three Marys of the New Testament. The small
figures are of boys from Downside who died in the Great
War and the windows were presented in their memory.
The stained glass has been beautifully photographed by
Catherine Roperto and her photographs used to create a
collection of cards, available from the Downside website.
This has been organized by the Friends of Downside
who are raising money to restore the windows as part of
the Abbey Church restoration.

www.downside.co.uk
Our Lady
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GOOD
SPORTS

Looking back over 2012/13 the sporting success of pupils
has been consistent and impressive, especially at Regional and
County level in hockey, rugby and cross-country.
Left to right: Edward
Thicknesse (B13) and
Toby Hanscomb (B13).

22 Good
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HOCKEY
• Many girls and boys participated in the England Hockey Single
System and trained at the local JDC’s (Junior Development Centre)
a number being selected to represent either Avon or Somerset at
the counties tournament. From amongst this group Charles Parry
played for Somerset U17’s and went on to train at Regional level
in 2012. Tasie Morgan and Laurie Graham were also selected to
train at Regional level U16 where they will have the opportunity to
represent the West of England Regional team in September 2013.
• Other County Hockey successes include:
Sophie Botsford, Paddy Preston, Harry Travers, Patrick Hartigan,
Harry McGinnis, Paddy Hyams, James Carter and Edward McCabe

CROSS COUNTRY
• Cross-country has always been successful and this year was
no exception with Downside sweeping the board at their
inter-school fixtures and several of the team also representing
Somerset from Junior to Senior level.
• Hermione Toomey, Max Travers, Francesca Fitzgerald and Felix
Rusby ran for Somerset in the National Championships.
• Felix Rusby, Francesca Fitzgerald, Tom Baldwin, Max Travers,
Hermione Toomey and Sebastian Harris represented Somerset
at the South West Championships.
• A special mention to Max Travers who only started running in
the L6th, worked incredibly hard and achieved County success
in his first year. It’s a good opportunity to thank the efforts
of Mr Allister Steele who, as a stalwart of the team, makes it
happen. “We are very lucky at Downside to have a core of
enthusiastic and determined runners, both boys and girls, who
are prepared to get out in all weathers to train together at
improving their endurance and speed over a variety of terrains.”

24 Good Spor ts

RUGBY
• Rugby at County level has been excellent with selection into
the U15 Somerset squad right through to U18.
• Tom Pugh, our outstanding 1st XV captain and No 8, made his
mark at the County trials and following a succession of superb
performances for Downside, gained his Somerset Under 18
cap making his debut against Gloucestershire. Joining Tom with
County honours were 1st XV fly half James Hobbs and lock
forward Alex Lawless. Both boys enjoyed success during the
school season and were rewarded with places in the Somerset
Under 17 team.
• Four boys from Year 9, William Harwood, Vladimir Guize,
William Brand-Lyons and Felix Rusby played for the Mendip
Lions, one part of a six region development team for
Somerset. William Harwood and Vladimir Guize went on to
County selection. William had also previously represented the
England Prep Schools team and was selected for the bath Elite
Performance Squad.
• James Hobbs not only excelled on the rugby field, he is also
a talented cricketer, having already represented the County at
U14 and U15 levels. James scored two centuries for the School
during the Summer Term and on one occasion followed up his
century by claiming six wickets later in the day.

Good Spor ts
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Conservation
The scaffolding has already come down from the outside of the Lady Chapel revealing
beautiful stonework and startling gargoyles. This is the completion of the first part of
the repair work being done on the Abbey Church following the 2010 survey of the
building which revealed significant needs in a construction now into its second century.
The Abbey has always been well maintained but patching and cosmetic work is no longer
adequate, and as part of the celebration of the Downside Bi-centenary an extensive
restoration programme, costing about three million pounds, has commenced. The roof
repairs are already underway thanks to funds that have been raised over the years.
The second phase will be to repair the Sacristy, Choir and West Chapel roofs while
at the same time cleaning and restoring the beautiful stonework. We need to improve
the heating and lighting installations and ensure that the building is adequately
protected by modern fire regulations. Finally we hope to move on to a third
phase and restore the Tower and rehang the bell, Great Bede.
The monastic community at Downside sees the Abbey Church, one of the few Catholic
churches in England to be Grade One listed, as a place of great beauty but also the heart
of its life of prayer. Its preservation and enhancement will ensure the sustainability of
the monastery itself. The Abbey Church, the Monastic Library and the School, the Pastoral
Centre and the Parishes are all part of Downside’s vision for the future.
The Trustees have taken the decision to develop the whole complex as a focal
centre for a relatively vibrant Benedictine life. The wisdom and enthusiasm of
past and present will combine to underline Downside’s place on the national
and international stage as a place of prayer and a seat of learning.
Dom Aidan Bellenger, Abbot of Downside

26 www.downside.co.uk
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Portrait
of an OG

Harriet Dahan-Bouchard (C06) did an Art Foundation Course in
Bath, but it was portraiture that was her real interest after her father
gave her a book on Ingres for her seventh birthday. She worked for
two years to save the money necessary to study at the Charles H.
Cecil Studios in Florence, where she completed three years training in
portrait painting, graduating in June 2012.
The training in Florence was thorough, studying the naturalistic
tradition of drawing and painting from life, using sight-size, a technique
that stems directly from the leading ateliers of nineteenth-century
Paris. This portrait practice has been used by masters since the
seventeenth century, including Reynolds, Lawrence and Sargent. Unlike
some painters Harriet works exclusively from life, getting to know and
understand her subjects as she paints or draws them, feeding clients
tea and biscuits to keep them going. Harriet’s preferred media are oil
paint on linen and sanguine, a red chalk pencil also used by Watteau.
It is distinctive and very effective.
	Returning to Bath in 2012 Harriet was given space for a
three-month exhibition at fashion store Urban Outfitters,
which received a lot of attention. In September 2013 she will
be holding a joint exhibition at The Guildhall, Bristol, with her
father Philip Dahan-Bouchard (R69).
	Harriet is receiving commissions on a regular basis but the
most important to date is a portrait of Lord Judge, the Lord
Chief Justice of England and Wales.
www.harrietdahanbouchard.co.uk
@mooncatcher88
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excavation of deep mined coal. Not so
much come and get your green beret
as come and get your white pit helmet.
This dangerous and hostile environment
forged a community with a strong sense
of camaraderie and spirit amongst the
mineworkers.
The community existed within a vast
range of tunnels yet you may be surprised
to hear, removing the danger and hostility, in
many ways the community life underground
was comparable to life in a boarding school.
This underground community functioned and
co-existed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week but without the long holidays.
The equivalent position to a House
Master in a coal mine is ‘Senior Overman’,
who had responsibility for a particular
‘district’ underground. Substitute ‘Senior
Overman’ for House Master and ‘district’ for
Boarding House and the similarities become
more profound. Both positions require, in
my opinion, a similar set of qualities. Namely,
those of leadership, stamina, tenacity, reliability,
flexibility and empathy or, put another way:
the patience of Job, the wisdom of Solomon,
the stealth of a tiger and the skin of a
rhinoceros.
Values that were instilled in me during

from coal face to chalk face
It was John Lennon who said “There’s nowhere you can be that isn’t where you’re meant to be...”
This quotation for me reinforces the notion
that God has a divine plan for us all and that
the Universe is unfolding as it should. Some
may call this fate, but I much prefer the view
that I am part of God’s divine plan.
Who could have predicted that an
industrial accident, an injury to my right knee,
would pave the way for a career path so
vastly different that one could be forgiven
for thinking that not only does God work in
mysterious ways, but that he also possesses
a mischievous sense of humour.
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I admit to being ‘too cool for school’
aged 15 as I entered the dreaded public
examination season, in my day known as ‘O’
Levels. Such a perceived coolness was fuelled
by a desire to get out into the real world to
earn some money and to establish myself as
a fully-fledged adult.
Following a series of boring and
mundane jobs, which led me to believe
that life as an adult wasn’t all that it was
cracked up to be, at the ripe old age of 17
I embarked upon a four year apprenticeship

with the National Coal Board. This would
equip me with the skills, qualifications and
experience to lead and manage men
deep underground at the coal face and
tunnelling operations.
It is difficult to describe to people
what life was like underground, working in
a male only, dangerous, noisy and hostile
environment. My apprenticeship was tough
and thorough, involving me spending time
working in all of the different departments
that contributed to the safe and efficient

my lengthy coal mining career remain with
me to this day. The importance of hard
work, trust, support, teamwork, honesty,
loyalty and watching out and caring for
each other are as valid and important in a
boarding community as they were within a
coal mining environment.
Fast forward to September 1999 when
I joined Stonyhurst College and embarked
upon a teaching and pastoral career that has
evolved over four different boarding schools.
The boy who was ‘too cool for school’ now
had an Honour’s Degree, furthered his
education by obtaining a Master’s Degree,
a professional boarding qualification and
becoming an ISI Boarding Inspector.
By their very nature, boarding houses
require appropriate adult supervision for 24
hours each day, seven days a week during
term time. The hours are long, the demands of
the boys are constant and often at the most
inconvenient of times and there is little respite
during term time. Yet such a lifestyle has been
embraced and thoroughly enjoyed by my
family and me during my teaching career. It’s
a huge privilege as senior pastoral roles are
perhaps the most rewarding in education.
A passionate advocate of a Catholic
education and the benefits that boarding

has upon individuals, I was delighted to join
Downside in September 2012 as Smythe
House Master. Smythe boys have proved to be
a vibrant, cohesive, caring and loyal community
proud of their House and its history and
tradition. It has been an honour to serve them
this year and I look forward to a long and
hopefully successful partnership with Smythe.
This is a good opportunity to thank the
Head of House, Tom Pugh and the Smythe
Prefect body for their support, guidance
and loyalty to me in my first year as Smythe
House Master. I will never forget this group
of fine young men.
An ex-Head Master of mine would
regularly extol the virtues of the wives of
House Masters, maintaining that they were
the unsung heroes of boarding schools. I feel
it appropriate to thank Mrs Willetts for her
support in all the boarding schools I have
taught in and for her contribution to the
Smythe community this year.
I can’t forget Smythe’s wonderful House
Mother Mrs Nash and a tornado of a
cleaner in Jackie Milsom. My thanks to them.
We are quite a team.
Nigel Willetts
House Master, Smythe

During my early days of House-mastering, I encountered a quote from Peter the Monk, who, way back in 1274, was critical of the youth
of the day:
“The world is passing through troubled times.
The young people of today think of nothing but themselves.
They have no reverence for parents or old age;
they are impatient of all restraint;
They talk as if they know everything;
and what passes for wisdom with us, is foolishness to them.
as for the girls, they are immodest and unwomanly in speech, behaviour and dress.”
It would appear that it has never been easy for children and they have always been an easy target for criticism, even back in Peter the
Monk’s day in 1274. I often think about this quote, it helps put things in perspective when dealing with children in a boarding school.
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Downside pupils were entered into the Young Writer’s competition, ‘Around the World in 80 Words’. That’s almost no words at all
but nearly 30 pupils were selected as winners, mainly from the Third Form (pictured). The theme had to be about something that
inspired them and the winners were selected based on imagination, perception, expression and creative use of language. The prize
was to have their very short story published in a book titled, Around the World in 80 Words (11-18) – Somerset and Avon.
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Winners: Freddie Hobbs, Elias Wirth, Ellie Wells, Mille Pughe-Morgan, Sebastian Prendiville, Theobald Mathew, Colombe Taddei, A

nastasia Cottrell, Alex Kerr, Heloise Isola, Lucy McKechnie, Jake Nolan, Henry Triggs, George Hobbs, Cameron Pershad, Freddie Botsford, Gillian Tam, George Field, Rupert Sykes, Katy Brittain, Inei Icata, Mary Williams, Isabella Nicholas, Carlotta La Tour, Evie Weston Smith, Phoebe Pugh, Lia Pierro

SCOTLAND ALONE
It’s cold and all you can hear is the crashing of the waves
outside the window. A silence echoes across the land, no life
of any sort around you. Deserted, alone. The dark night sky,
full of crystal stars wanders lonely across the sky, making a
wish as every shooting star passes by. Waiting for the morning
to come. The sun arises across the moors, the most amazing
morning of the year. But the distressing flooding comes and
destroys everything.
Lucy McKechnie, 13

AN ANCIENT KNIGHT
The sun shines off his highly polished armour. His ghostlike horse pounds the dry dusty ground. An eruption of
dust blows up around it. He steps forward, his armour
clanking together and draws his deadly sword. I think
of all the sons who have lost their lives at the hands
of the destructive sword. Suddenly the sword flashes
before my eyes. I am nothing, just a number to him, just
a number on his tally and a lost memory.
George Hobbs, 14
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NEW YORK CITY
The brightest, highest, nicest place on the planet, full of
excitement, empty of boring. Whatever you could imagine
is a reality, whatever you want you can get. Whatever you
think is not possible, will be proved possible. Huge contrasts
in personality, the richest in amazing places, the poor, the
hard, the angry, there is always the right side of the coin. The
right side of the coin here is like pure gold. A place of class,
wonder and great imagination.
Alex Kerr, 13

GERMAN CHRISTMAS MARKET
As I walked into market I could smell the mouth-watering
smell of waffles. It was still dark because it was a very cold
winter’s day. There were icicles hanging off the stalls and
everyone was wearing thick hats and scarves and coats. The
market was very crowded as it was nearly Christmas. People
were shouting and trying to make sales. The market seemed
to be going on forever. I couldn’t find an exit anywhere. I
thought I was lost.
Millie Pughe-Morgan, 13

PARIS
Paris is the city of fashion. Dior, Chanel and Louis Vuitton lived
in Paris. It is a very big city with lots of interesting buildings
like the Eiffel Tower, the Musée du Louvre and Notre Dame.
It is really warm in the summer and really cold in the winter.
During Christmas they put Christmas lights in the trees and
lots of decorations and it is really nice. Sometimes it snows
and it rains a lot. Paris is a nice city.
Colombe Taddei, 14

THE TOWN FESTIVAL
I went to the town and to a festival in the centre. It was great
fun. There was dancing all night and the people there were
very happy. It lasted ‘till about midnight but the air was still
surprisingly warm. About one hundred tired party goers were
leaving the centre. It was a ten minute walk home which I
didn’t mind because I had the festival to think about. There
had been many fireworks but now home was very close.
Jake Nolan, 14

TOKYO AT NIGHT
As the golden sun goes down, the long line of luminous
lights appear up and down the humongous buildings. I walk
down the long crowded streets, hearing the Japanese words
everywhere. All the men bargain hunting at the Christmas
stalls, desperately seeking affordable Christmas presents, but
as the rich businessmen walk past they have a five second
stare-off, and then carry on. I reach the end of the street. I
turn left in to the thin, long alleyway.
Heloise Isola, 13

words
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Photo from 1890

FROM THE
ARCHIVE
The Ball Game
The Downside Ball Game has its origins in Douai but was probably
first played on the side of the Old House where the Parrot Cage is,
in 1814. The present Ball Place – or pair of Ball Places – was built in
1854 by subscription, money raised by the boys from their pocket
money. They used to tell visitors the wall was part of an old abbey
dissolved by Henry VIII.
Horse racing was once called the Sport of Kings but that can be
scratched as the Ball Game pips it in nearly every way. The most
high profile player was HRH The Prince of Wales, later the infamous
Edward VIII, in 1932 during a visit to Downside. A bat signed by him
hangs outside the Chaplaincy Centre.
Eighty-one years on and in the Diamond Jubilee of Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II we thought it rather apt to revive The Game. For
those who have never had the chance to play or watch, it is much
like playing outdoor squash with an oversized wooden spoon. The
balls, about 1½“ in diameter, are leather covered cork.
Continued overleaf…
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On a hot April day in 2013 the first game for some decades was
played, with only the rules from the 1946 Summer Raven to go
on. The game did not go well. After much practice a core four
finally had a few good ‘dodges’ (rallies). Soon more players joined
in and the lines were painted – in the wrong place! Daily matches
ensued, bats got broken, balls were bought and the Inter-House
Ball Game dawned.
Six Roberts teams, 5 Smythe teams, 2 Barlow teams. 1 Caverel
team, 1 Isabella team, and 1 staff team. Thirty matches, 15 new
balls, several shouts of ‘corners play’ and the final beckoned.
Roberts: Richard Grew and Ben Harris
vs
Smythe: Edward Hughes and Charles Baudron
Roberts won the service 6-0 up before a turn-over. Then 6-2,
a cheap service game, 12-8, 14-8, 14-14, 14-15, 18-18 and then
Richard Grew shouted ‘Game Ball Play’. A second serve was
required but Smythe won the point. The second server from
Roberts took the plate, a poor serve, Hughes came running
and gave it a wallop – if it was cricket it would have cleared
the Lord’s Pavilion but it wasn’t and it went high over the wall.
Roberts won 21-18.
Raleigh Addington (Smythe) has been given the Ball Game captaincy
for 2013/14 and with the many new players this is a game that
should last and perhaps even make The Raven pages again.
Edward Hughes (S13)
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twins

head two head
Twins Tom and Ben Baldwin painted two of the most talked
about portraits of the year. The likenesses of their subjects were
astonishing. The portraits were entered in a local art competition,
Ben’s of Francesca Triggs was Highly Commended but also won
the competition’s People’s Choice Award. Tom’s portrait, obviously
Simon Potter, won his category, 16-19 years.
Tom and Ben are both working on commissions as a result of these
two portraits.
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Honor Addington (above) worked on
developing illustrative pattern and digitally
printed one of her designs onto canvas to use as
the seat cover of her painted chair.

Art Class

Will Coups (opposite top) has always taken a
highly experimental and conceptual approach to
his work, evident in his final piece for his A Level.
The table was completely covered in wax with
nightlights settled into the surface. The idea was
to create a take on The Last Supper.
Vlad Bunys (opposite middle) has specialised in
print making this year, specifically wood cutting.
He also studies Photography.
Kirthanaa Suriapragasam (opposite bottom)
transferred photographs from Vietnam onto
MDF whilst developing ideas towards a
Rauschenberg .inspired photomontage.
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ARTISTIC MOVEMENTS
Noemi (Mimi) Zehetbauer won the school Concerto Competition two years running, winning in 2013
with the Elgar Cello Concerto. Along with Jack Goulder, they both gained distinctions at Grade 8, in
singing and cello respectively. Jack joined Downside in the Third Form with a music scholarship. He
was previously a Chorister at Westminster Cathedral School. Mimi arrived at Downside for the Sixth
Form from Germany, again with a Music Scholarship. Both have thoroughly immersed themselves in
the Arts and Music scene at Downside - Jack has written and produced plays, run the technical side of
the School theatre, and has even taken a production to the Edinburgh Fringe. He was the ‘President of
the College of Cantors’ (lead Cantor at Mass) and is going on to read Medicine! Both of them have
also entertained and astounded with their music. They are two talents we will miss.
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There have been some ambitious and exciting ideas for charity fundraising,
in particular the record-breaking walk across Iceland for Downside’s
chosen charity Mary’s Meals.
In aid of Penny Brohn Cancer Care Charity
Edward Botsford (B13) was persuaded by his cousin Poppy Thompson to
cycle from Bristol to the Bernese Oberland in Switzerland for a charity
that had looked after their grandparents. They left Bristol in the rain only
to suffer their first, and thankfully only, puncture. Camping near Stonehenge
on their first night they were on the way, heading towards Portsmouth and
a ferry to Le Havre. It was then very important to remember they were
now travelling on the opposite side of the road. After three days getting to
the East of Paris the countryside became hillier in the Champagne region
and by Day 9 there was a really steep climb of 800 metres up to the Swiss
border. Having crossed France in just seven days Ed and Poppy had a real
sense of achievement. They spent a night next to Lac du Neuchâtel followed
by another major climb into the Alps proper. Skirting Berne itself they spent
a final night en route at Interlaken before the last push up to Gridlewald
with snow covered mountains and the Eiger as their backdrop. A large
family party including their grandparents was there to meet them. Ed said,
“Between us we have raised £15,000, which justifies all the painful moments.”
In aid of Dorothy House
Ellie White (I13) Head of Isabella House, cycled to Paris after her A Levels,
setting off from Crystal Palace in London heading for Dover 88 miles away.
She had the chance to rest on the ferry before riding another 6 miles
to the hotel. The next three days would be gruelling but she was with a
group of 74 all heading in the same direction.
From Calais she headed to Abbeville covering 75 miles in one day. Having
left sunshine in England she was soaked in France but was half way there
on her second day. Day 3, Abbeville to Beauvais (63 miles) and Ellie had
found a cycling partner, which helped her get through the pain. “Everyone
called me ‘the machine’ as I would sit back and pedal at a constant pace up
the hills being overtaken on the downhill stretches as my hybrid bike was
no match for some of the racing bikes that others had, especially with the
strong head winds and my oversized rain coat, which flapped around so
much I thought that a helicopter was following me.”

IN AID OF…

Ellie’s final day was a total of 60 miles from Beauvais to Paris. Meeting
up with all the other riders they rode into Paris in convoy, ringing their
bells, cheering and riding a few laps of the roundabout by the Eiffel Tower.
Getting off her bike Ellie was relieved not to have to get back on it. “It
was a fantastic experience, I had so much fun and I encourage everyone
to do something like this.” Ellie’s group, all cycling for various charities have
collectively raised over £100,000. She was the only rider from Downside.
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In aid of Mary’s Meals
James Hobbs and William White (Ellie’s brother) have
successfully walked across Iceland, 372 miles (600km) from
South to North, making them the youngest to accomplish
this expedition. They did it to raise money for international
charity Mary’s Meals, who set up school feeding programmes
in some of the world’s poorest communities where hunger
and poverty prevent children gaining an education. Both
James and Will agreed that “The choice of charity was
appropriate as we didn’t eat very much. We really appreciate
what we have at home now as we were constantly hungry.”
The idea for the walk was William’s and, after convincing
James to join him, the walk became reality right at the start
of the Summer holidays. They did it totally unsupported,
carrying all their own equipment and food with only a
GPS tracking device and very limited access to mobile
phone reception although wardens in the mountain huts
helped with food and advice. Their fundraising efforts were
recognised by top UK adventurer Mark Beaumont, who
said, “A full crossing of Iceland is a tenacious challenge for
the most experienced adventurers and so it is certainly a
bold and wonderful ambition for two teenagers.”
James “We had one extreme to the other, from snow
blizzards to sand storms.” Will highlighted the cold by adding,
“We woke up in the morning and our breath would freeze.”
Father Leo said: “William and James are showing how life
can be a generous adventure, in which you can help others
and have fun. We are immensely proud that they and so
many young people are meeting the challenges of poverty in
today’s world.”
William White walked the entire Camino de Santiago de
Compostela (560 miles) for Mary’s Meals in Summer 2012.
In aid of Help for Heroes
In April 2013 James O’Hanlon and Charles Pettit ran in the
Berlin Half Marathon in support of Help for Heroes and
managed to raise over £1,200 together.
Thankfully the snow had melted by the time of the event.
The boys ran as a team and took it at a casual pace
completing the course in 2 hrs 3 mins. Their efforts even
made it into the Berliner Morgenpost the following day.
Images
Previous page: Edward Botsford and Poppy Thompson
Top: Ellie White
Middle: William White and James Hobbs

James and Charles are planning on running again in 2014
so that they can train properly beforehand and improve on
their time.

Bottom: Charles Pettit and James O’Hanlon

In
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James Hobbs
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What was your reaction to Barlow
upon arrival in September 2012?
Well, I knew a bit about Barlow from
Dom Anselm and Mr Potter, who both
spent time with me in preparation
for my taking over of the House, so
I was braced for action. In terms of
the fabric of the place, I think it’s a
magnificent building with enormous
potential. More importantly, in terms
of community, I felt rather privileged
immediately to be in charge of
such a great group of boys. I think
I was struck by the eclectic mix
of backgrounds and interests but
ultimately a huge sense of pride in

In Conversation
with Barlow…
Could I ask you something
about yourself?
I was born in Chester and grew up
with my parents and two older sisters
in the north west of England. I went
to a Christian Brothers’ boys’ school
in Birkenhead (for my sins) but didn’t
really have a great time at school
and couldn’t wait to leave to go to
university. I read French and German
at the University of Edinburgh as an
undergraduate and then stayed to
complete an MSc in European Film
Studies. Both my parents were teachers
so it was only fitting that I follow in
their footsteps. I went to Oxford to
do my PGCE and spent a fantastic
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is friction it tends to be shor t-lived.
Barlow boys are quite forgiving really
(just as well for me) and also great
fun to be around, especially in the
study after evening assembly or on a
Sunday afternoon during quiet times
in the School. We are lucky to have
Mr Potter as the Assistant House
Master, with his wealth of knowledge
and also his DIY exper tise. I think we
have a great team of tutors too, who
genuinely care for their tutees, which
is also essential. Oh, and you, Ed, have
been a great source of suppor t and
helpful, diplomatic criticism this year,
so thanks for that.

Home’ day. I think it’s so important
that parents see what we are all about
and I am already looking forward to
next year’s.
And what about plans for the future?
Well, I am determined to keep on
improving the aesthetics of the House.
I’m looking forward to working with
next year’s superb team of prefects
and I also want to make sure that we
can all enjoy a great social life here
in the House. I’d like to develop the
House ‘tribes’ more. I can’t wait to
introduce and welcome Mrs Brazil,
our new House Mother, in September.

“

Barlow’s Head of House 2012-13, Edward Thicknesse,
caught up with new House Master Andrew Loughe
at the end of his first year in the POST

year living it up at Keble College
while I trained to be a teacher. I did
one internship at Oxford Community
School and the other at Magdalen
College School in Brackley, which I
loved. I really liked Oxford and so
was delighted that my first post as a
qualified teacher was just down the
road at Abingdon School.
Why the move to Downside?
I spent six years at Abingdon, for the
majority of the time as Head of German
and then in the last year as Modern
Languages Co-ordinator. I also lived in
one of the three boarding houses as a
resident tutor/assistant House Master

for six years and knew that ultimately I
wanted to become a boarding House
Master. I loved Abingdon but at the back
of my mind it was always important
to me to work in a Catholic school.
When I saw the Barlow job advertised
I could not resist applying for a post
at this academic, Catholic boarding
school. It was a bit of a risk for me, I
suppose, given that I would be leaving
my comfort zone but it just felt right
and I got a good feeling when I came for
my interview. I really enjoyed meeting
Dom Leo and I was so impressed by the
prefects who took me on a tour of the
School. I took a leap of faith (literally!)
and accepted the post.

I feel like it’s a really exciting time to be part of
Downside and I am looking forward to what the
future holds.
”
Barlow. That’s not something that
can be faked or forced and it helps
make the House a great place to live
and work.
What are the strengths of
the House?
Pride in the House itself because
without a sense of purpose in a
community it can become quite a
fragile place to live. I like the fact
that most boys get along well with
each other – par ticularly between
year groups – and even when there

Any highlights of your first year?
In the School generally it would have
to be the Carol Service in December,
which was a magical event in itself, but
I also enjoyed the party for overseas
boarders that same night in Isabella. I
enjoyed the Sixth Form trip to Munich
too. Within the House, I was pleased
when I got to know everyone’s name.
I was immensely proud of the House
when we were successful in so many
inter-house events: how fantastic to
win so many prizes in one year. I also
thoroughly enjoyed the House ‘At

I know she and Mrs Thomson will
make a fantastic team next year and
we are very fortunate to have such
committed members of the Barlow
family. I am also excited to introduce
Silke, my new puppy. I hope she will
be well trained by then – and behave
herself, as my high expectations of
impeccable behaviour extend beyond
Barlow boys into my own life. I feel
it’s a really exciting time to be part of
Downside and I am looking forward to
what the future holds.

In Conversation
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TALL
TAILS
Gilding an illuminated manuscript

An “illuminated” manuscript contains gold or silver, which reflects light.
Illumination with gold is common in the later Middle Ages. Manuscripts.
Books of Hours are almost always illuminated. If gold leaf is to be
applied to a design in a manuscript it is put on before the paint. This
is important for two reasons. The first is that gold will adhere to any
pigment that has already been laid, ruining the design, and secondly the
action of burnishing it is vigorous and runs the risk of smudging any
painting already around it.

Illumination from the Ely Psalter (14th century) in the monastry library

There are three basic types of applying gold for books. Two methods
use gold leaf, and one uses powdered gold. In the first a design is
brushed on in wet glue and the gold leaf is laid on top and is burnished
when it is dry. In the second method a sticky gesso is prepared and built
up so that the design is three-dimensional. When the gold has been
applied and polished with a burnishing tool it looks extremely thick and
the curving edges of the design catch the light from many angles at
once. The third method is to apply what is called ‘shell’ gold, a powdered
gold mixed with gum arabic into a kind of gold ink, and usually poured
from a sea shell like a mussel or oyster, and applied with pen or brush.
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Damp weather or a damp environment is good for applying gold leaf.
The illuminator breathes heavily onto the page, the dampness of his
breath making the gesso slightly tacky again, and the gold leaf can be
lowered into place. It is covered quickly with a piece of silk and pushed
quite firmly with the thumb. The illuminator then takes up the burnishing
tool; this was traditionally a dog’s or rodent’s tooth mounted on a
handle. It has even been alleged that the whole of a mouse’s head with
the jaw held open was used. The tool is tapped and rubbed over and
around the gold, gently at first, then more vigorously as the burnishing
progresses. When the gesso has been well burnished, a soft brush is
used to remove any excess gold.
Tim Mercer

ANTON triathlon

A Downside education is not all about schooling and our
pupils develop a deep sense of community, the need to help
others fulfil their potential and their willingness to take on
responsibilities that make the world a better place. OG Anton
Simon (B70) first developed his love of all things Russian at
Downside under the tutelage of Alan Molloy who retired in
2013. On a visit to Belarus, Anton discovered the plight of the
Belarusian Children’s Hospice which seemed to have very little
philanthropic support and no real idea of how to access it.
Anton decided to raise awareness and money to support
the hospice by doing a Triathlon and to show them how they
might help themselves in the future. The whole idea of a
Triathlon is quite foreign to Belarusians and this was, in fact,
the first Triathlon that had ever taken place in the country.
This meant that he had three television interviews and four
newspaper interviews over the two days – some of the time
even during his activities. One journalist was actually speaking
to him with a microphone while he was swimming. (Plans to
swim in a lake had been shelved as the local Belarus beavers
had been getting more and more aggressive.)
The swimming went off reasonably easily – he had a past
Olympic swimmer as coach and his own nurse to look after
him when he got out of the pool. The team then transferred,
on one the hottest day of the year in Minsk, to a forest
where Anton was joined by the British Ambassador, Mr Bruce
Bucknall. They then cycled 30 km to the Memorial Site at
Khatun – a place of breath-taking savagery in the past and thus
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an immensely moving place. Anton and the British Ambassador
then laid flowers at the Eternal Flame and gave interviews
to a television station on the significance of Khatun and the
Hospice, in both English and Russian. They then signed the VIP
visitors’ book before transferring to the Minsk Arena to meet
the Minister of Sport and the Belarus cycling team.
Then started the third leg of the Triathlon – a run into
Minsk of 10 km. This was covered by a television station
with an Olympic cyclist waving Anton off. Then the heavens
opened with lightning and thunder. As he ran, people started
cheering and clapping because they had seen him on the sofa
of the country’s Breakfast Show that morning. At one point
he ran through the underpass and people chanted ‘Tri-athlon’. Anton reached the Eternal Flame in the pouring rain and
was awarded a cup and a medal.
Altogether, a sum in the region of $11,000 was raised but
most importantly Belarus now understands Triathlons. Next
year the Hospice will be holding a Triathlon which will involve
more than one crazy English/Irishman. They are aiming for 30
– 50 people to take part and a whole new culture of support.
The Belarusian Children’s Hospice is now on its way thanks to
an Old Gregorian and his willingness to help them.
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freedom
of speech
Founded in 1859, the Abingdon Debating
Society has become Downside’s most respected
organisation. The structure of the society has
changed slightly from last year. We have replaced
the Vice-President with a committee, which
holds regular meetings chaired by the President.
We have chosen the committee members
carefully, ensuring that all year groups and
Houses are represented. Over the course of the
academic year, we compete with other schools
such as St. Mary’s Shaftesbury, enabling us to
examine other school debating techniques in
the hope of improving our own. The Michaelmas
Term sees the Inter-House debating competition,
which Roberts won in 2013 after an intense final
against Smythe. This year a new requirement has
been made of the Houses: in the course of the
competition there must be a speaker from each
year group, including those in Powell House and
Third Form in Caverel and Isabella. We hope
that this will increase the popularity of debating
at Downside and enable pupils to gain skills in
public speaking, something that is essential in
later life. The Lent Term will provide pupils
with the chance to participate in the debating
league, with the teams being mixed House and
year groups.
Caitlin Murphy, President, 2013/14
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MUN

Model United Nations is an opportunity for
secondary school pupils to employ diplomatic
role-play to examine real issues of international
relations. It requires considerable skills to master
complex facts in the realm of current affairs, to
identify problems and search for solutions, and to
present arguments persuasively in formal debate.
Downside continues to be one of the highest
performing schools in MUN. Last academic year
we again organised internal ‘mini-conferences’
where students could discover the excitement of
this challenging activity and put their debating skills
to the test. We participated in five inter-school
competitions – more conferences and more
awards than ever before!
October 2012 saw us speaking for North Sudan
at Cheadle Hulme School in Manchester, where
we were the most successful Somerset team.
We were delighted to be invited to the London
Oratory School’s conference in December
2012 – representing India in an effective South
Asia partnership forged with Eton College
(Pakistan) – we were Highly Commended in
the General Assembly. As the People’s Republic
of China we dominated debate at Bristol
Grammar School in February 2013 and again
took the ‘Best Delegation’ prize that we first won
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there in 2011. Keen for attention at the largest
conference of the year, the Bath International
Schools MUN at Kingswood School in March
2013, we were Commended for our idiosyncratic
and controversial representation of the Republic
of Morocco. Calmly reverting to ‘main stream
diplomacy’ we then travelled to Queen’s College
Taunton, where our United Kingdom delegation
was Highly Commended.
Our most talented students have done
particularly well. Fifth Formers Hector Gash and
Benn Sheridan both won Best Delegate awards,
as did Michael Green of the Upper Sixth. Others
were Highly Commended: Theodore Leigh in
the Fourth Form, Caitlin Murphy and Natalia
Skorupska in the Lower Sixth. Ana Isabel Del
Real deserves special mention – Commended as
a delegate for Palestine, she won our very first
inter-school MUN award for a member of the
Third Form.
The position of Secretary-General of Downside
MUN now passes from Caitlin Murphy to Natalia
Skorupska. MUN is a weekly feature of the
co-curricular activity programme, and we are
looking forward to another busy and successful year.
Ian Jackson, Head of Classics

Ulysses•Vintners•Yoga•Young Enter
prise•Young Investigators•Art•Aviat
ion•Badminton•Ballet•Band•Basket
ball•Beekeeping•Bridge•CCF•Chanter
•Chess•Choir•Climbing•Community S
ervice•Computer Aided Design•Cook
ery•Cricket•Debating•Design•Dinin
g•Drama•Duke of Edinburgh•Enviro
nment•Fencing•Film•First Aid•Fly fish
ing•Gardening•Golf•Hebrew•Horse
riding•Indoor football•Italian•Jazz
•Jewellery Design•Journalism•Justice
and Peace•Kayaking•LAMDA•Lepidopt
ery•Life Drawing•Lifeguard•Local H
story•Mandarin•Model United Natio
ns•Music Catalogue•Orchestra•Phil
osophy•Photography•Pipe band•Pol
o•Rugby Sevens•Sailing•School Cou
ncil•Scuba-diving•Songwriting•Spee
ch and Drama•Sports Leadership•Squ
ash•Swimming•Table Tennis•Tarantul
a•Tennis•Theatre•Tutoria•Turkish•W
aterpolo•Weight training•Woodwo
rk•Ulysses•Vintners•Yoga•Young Ent
erprise•Young Investigators•Art•Avi
ation•Badminton•Ballet•Band•Bask

Relics

Catholics have always revered relics. To begin with these
were usually souvenirs of the martyrs, either cloth
soaked in their blood, their bodies, or at least parts of
their bodies. Both to Classical and modern sensibilities
devotion to such items is disturbing or distasteful. In
the ancient world the dead were respected but kept
apart from the living, being buried or cremated outside
the city with their tombs visible from the roads. The
modern custom of putting flowers on the site of road
fatalities is a kind of re-invigoration of that old practice.
For Christians, the dead are not separated from the
living; they are one with us as members of the Body of
Christ, and so we bury them close us, near the church
or sometimes even within it. Traditionally the high altar
in any church contains relics of the martyrs to remind
us that Christ’s sacrifice of himself is a Passover that all
Christians are called to follow.

Room of the British Museum is a Carolingian rock
crystal, still on the chain by which it could be hung
round the neck, its back grooved to hold a wooden
sliver of the true cross. Athelstan’s relic was given
to the Benedictine Abbey at Malmesbury, where a
fourteenth-century tradition records that he wore it
around his neck in battle. Incidentally, the Benedictine
nuns of Stanbrook have a relic of the crown of thorns
in a monstrance of closely similar period and design to
that which contains the Downside relic of the cross.
We shall probably never know the full story and
provenance of our relic, but it is reminder of the
reverence Christians have always had for the cross
of Christ, the wood on which hung the Saviour of
the World.
Dom Leo Maidlow Davis

Downside has a large collection of relics that has
survived the clearing-out tendencies that beset many
parts of the Church in the last half of the twentieth
century. Our most reverenced relic is a piece of wood
that purports to be part of the cross of Jesus Christ.
The tradition in the community is that it is the ‘lignum
Domini’ referred to in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
for a.d. 883 as having been given by Pope Marinus
to King Alfed. Thereafter it was kept in the various
royal chapels until the Reformation, when it was
sequestered by a Catholic family, the Langdales, whose
distilleries in Holborn were destroyed in the Gordon
Riots of 1780. From them the care of the relic was
passed to the English Benedictines. We know that the
Saxon Kings had a great respect for relics of the cross.
Athelstan, Alfred’s grandson, conquered the Danes
in York and is claimed as the first king of all England.
Hugh the Great, Duke of the Franks, brought him in
an embassy, together with a portion of the Crown of
Thorns, ‘a piece of the holy and ever adorable cross
enclosed in crystal, where the eye, looking through the
substance of the stone, could make out the colour and
shape of the piece of wood.’ In the Early Mediaeval
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POLLEN
Francis

Francis Pollen (1926-1987) worked at a time of crisis in British
architecture, when the choice lay between neo-classicism and
modernism, between nostalgia and functionalism - the uncompromising
modernist subordination of everything to purpose, and often to a
practical, secular purpose. Neither extreme appealed to my father,
a Catholic artist whose unusual talent for design went hand in hand
with a deep religious sense and a fascinated awareness of what he
liked to describe as the architecture of the universe. He theorised
constantly about the mysterious geometry that lay behind all matter,
and, a fine pianist, he was especially drawn to the Pythagorean idea that
numbers and music connect us with the principles underlying creation.
Continued overleaf >>
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As a student, he perceived this divine
geometry in the classical, medieval and
renaissance buildings of Egypt, Rome, Greece
and Florence. He became fluent in the
unfashionable language of the orders and
the proportions that underlay ancient and
classical buildings – the ‘golden section’, the
fibonacci sequence and the sacred cut that
squares the circle.
Equally central to Pollen’s thinking was the
ancient idea, resurrected in the renaissance,
that our own physical proportion and
intellectual grasp are both attuned to this
divine geometry. His concept of men and
women, not as random, sentient beings, but
as intermediaries of divine harmony, is the
source of the sense of well-being, and often
delight, that the interiors of his buildings
arouse, and it is especially tangible for those
who work in Downside’s Monastic Library.
The carrels enfold; the shelves are none of
them much taller than six feet; the interplay
of curves and angles throughout the building
make it amusing, satisfying, and mysterious. The
big windows diffuse light like alabaster, so that
one is aware only of change from sunlight to
shadow. There is a curious pleasure in working
in the airy yet secluded sections of the circular
mezzanine gallery in the main reading room of
the building. Outside, however, the immediate
effect is very different. The harsh angles and
odd, uncompromising geometry have been
described by Alan Powers, his biographer,
as ‘having the air of a collection of nuts and
washers’. The building seems to refer more to
the angularity of the Abbey Church beside it
than to express its own function as a
place of scholarship and the repository of
one of the most precious collections of books
and manuscripts in the country.Yet there is an
implicit symbolism in this ‘uncompromisingly
modern’ structure which once understood,
gives the building a timeless, mystical quality
precisely suited to a place of meditation
and learning.
Francis Pollen felt that of all the qualities
required by good architecture, symbolism was
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one of the most important and threatened
the human need to be surrounded, not
just by invisible lines of proportion, but by a
network of meaning and imagery which linked
man with eternal things. He was particularly
interested in one of the oldest challenges in
geometry, that of squaring the circle. From
earliest times and in many cultures, the circle
represented eternity and the square the
Earth, with its four points of the compass,
and four elements. To truly square the circle is
nothing less than to align Earth with Heaven.
The closest to a solution was the expansion
of a square into a near-circular polygon - and
for Jews and Christians, this polygon was
always an octagon. For them the number 8
symbolised a new level of existence, being one
more than 7, the number which represented
terrestrial limitation. Hence the octagon, often
set between a circle and a square, symbolised
rebirth and resurrection, the meeting of the
human and the divine, and was deployed
constantly in the fonts, baptisteries and mosaics
of early Christian and medieval art. A closer
look at Downside’s Monastic Library will show
that the entire building embodies the same
motif - an octagon set between the earthly
square and the heavenly circle. The main
reading area, a great clouded glass octagon, is
poised beneath an ethereal white disc holding
the rarest books with its angled ‘fin’ pointing
to the high altar of the Abbey Church, and
rests on a monolithic stone cube, partly below
ground level, housing dense stacks of books.
The symbolic elements are those of the ideal
Benedictine library, a place where human effort
and divine inspiration meet and interact.
Vertically, the same symbolism continues.
A round white cylinder is set at the heart of
the building in the form of a narrow lift shaft,
culminating in the projecting fin at the top,
which accommodates the lift mechanism, air
intake and heating vent (the current structural
engineer describes it as the ‘lungs of the
building’). Around this shaft winds a spiral
staircase, the white stone of which was one
of the most extravagant expenses of the

project. On these two concentric cylinders
all the angles of the building converge, giving
the ground plans the appearance of complex
biological cells. The windows veil the outside
world, encouraging concentration what one
might metaphorically call the inner light, which
actually falls down both stairwell and (more
secretly) the central lift shaft, illuminating the
core from above.
Thus the Library, both inside and out, can
be seen as a place of tranquillity, meditation
and even of pilgrimage. Anyone looking at
Gatty’s sundial collection on the top floor will
find exquisite seventeenth century diagrams
of a great deal more than sundials – here
are geometrical representations of the
cosmos, time and the heavens, alongside
early editions of Dante, Aquinas and the
ancient philosophers and writers. If the
symbolism Pollen intended is borne in mind,
then to ascend the spiral staircase to this
small treasury, its low ceiling pierced by a
ring of opaque, circular skylights, and then to
walk out onto the roof of the octagon and
to look up at the round central tower with
its projecting fin, is to physically enact the
pilgrimage to which this building pays homage,
the true monastic scholar’s journey from the
earth, through the temporal to the eternal.
Clare Oxford
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COSTARICA
A perfect location for Downside’s Biology Expedition? Costa Rica is the third most bio-diverse country on the planet
as well as one of the most stable and economically successful Latin American countries.
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COSTARICA

Andrew Pattison, Head of Biology, took twenty
pupils and two other members of staff on a two
week expedition. Starting in the capital San José,
the group moved north to Parque Nacional
Arenal to trek through the Cloud Forest and
reach an old lava head overlooking the Arenal
Volcano. Arenal is one of several active volcanoes
in Costa Rica and they spotted small streams of
lava while they were there. Heading south east
to the Tirimbina Biological Reserve they stayed
for two days, trekking day and night through
the rainforest, which gave them the chance
to see Green Iguana, Green-crowned Brilliant
Hummingbird, Three Toed Sloth, Howler Monkey
and Chestnut-mandibled Toucan. Those with a
squeamish nature might have avoided the chance
to eat Arboreal Termites during one of the night
treks as the group looked for Costa Rican Red
Tarantula, Bullet Ant and Honduran White Bat.
Fortunately, visiting a Cacao plantation in Tirimbina
they saw how the nut is transformed into
chocolate, which sounds a lot more appetising.
Continuing their journey it was time to turn
south down the Caribbean slope to the Pacuarito
Banana Plantation on the Pacuare River to
see bananas and pineapples grown, harvested
and packaged for the European market. The
disadvantage of these massive plantations is the
over use of insecticides, which are causing a huge
reduction in bio-diversity along the Caribbean
slope of southern Costa Rica.
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Negotiating the Pacuare River rapids by raft, the
party were heading for another rainforest trek from
the El Nido del Tigre campsite. White water rafting
was the only way to get there as it’s right in the
middle of the rainforest. Trekking over the next few
days brought them to a waterfall but they didn’t
stay long as this is the home of the Fer-de-Lance,
an extremely venomous viper.
The final destination was the Pacuare Turtle
Reserve in Limon on the Caribbean coast. This
stretch of rainforest beach is internationally
important for Green and Leatherback Turtle
nesting. Spending two days on this reserve
enabled the group to help the researchers based
there carry out surveying work. Part of this work
involved night patrols to watch for adult females
coming onto the beach to lay, for hatchlings
emerging and heading to the sea, or poachers
hoping to sneak off with the endangered eggs
for sale in San José. On the second night one
group was rewarded with a Green Turtle laying
and the other two saw hatchlings emerge
from a nest.
Having made contact with the researchers at
Pacuare, Mr Pattison hopes to link up with them
via Skype at turtle laying time to give all the Biology
pupils a chance to see this extraordinary event.
Next Stop: Madagascar.
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Viewfrom Chile

For the last ten years, usually during the
Lent Term, a party of Chileans has come to
Downside to share with the pupils, teachers
and monks some of their experiences:
principally an encounter with God through the
scriptures.
Catalina Quiroga, one of the Chilean girls who
has now come to Downside several times,
writes:
We come from one of many Roman
Catholic Movements operating in
Chile; ours is the Manquehue Apostolic
Movement. It is an organisation of lay
people whose main activities involve
some form of Christian work (mostly in
education, but with some other activities),
and meeting regularly in small groups or
communities to meditate on the Bible, to
pray and to help one another to lead lives
in the spirit of the Rule of St. Benedict.
There are over one thousand members.
The first groups that came were just men,
but four years ago the first two girls from
Chile came. This year our group was made
up of girls only. We were worried about
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whether this would work, but it has been
a revolution for us and for the School.
Sixty students from different Houses and
years joined us in some prayer groups
where we gathered to share Lectio Divina.
Lectio Divina is reading the Bible with
openness to what the Holy Spirit has to
say to you personally; this is what has
helped us strengthen the friendship in
Christ we developed with the pupils. The
Lectio Divina groups also helped us to
deepen our friendship with each one of
the students in a different way, because
Christ is with us.
The group this year was made up of
Catalina Quiroga, Charlotte Blumer,
Francisca Berger, Maite Manzanares and
Javiera Lubascher. We are all friends,
some of us having studied together in
the same school in Santiago. For the
last three years we have been part of
the same Lectio Divina group in Santiago,
where we gather once a week to
meditate on the scriptures with more
of our friends. All five of us are also
studying at the same university, Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Chile.

One of the best things we will remember
from our visit to Downside in 2013 has
to be the relationships we have made. We
developed strong friendships with a lot of
people. When we thought about leaving
it made us really sad. We remember
everyone at Downside constantly and we
mention them all in our prayers.
We are hoping that some of the friends
we have made will visit us at the
Manquehue Apostolic Movement in Chile
during their Gap Year. We will keep in our
hearts all the love that we have received
from everyone here: the monks, the staff,
and the pupils.
One thing we really won’t miss will
be the weather! When we came to
Downside it was during the Chilean
summer and our University holidays, so
we missed our amazing summer.
The heartfelt emotions as the Chilean girls
left Downside proved the bonds of friendship
they’d made were very strong.
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OPEN DAYS
2013

Autumn OPEN Days
Saturday 21st September
Sixth Form Saturday 19th October
Saturday 9th November

For an invitation, details of future Open Days or to arrange a private visit

01761 235135/103
or Email registrar@downside.co.uk

contact the Admissions Office on

www.downside.co.uk

www.mercerdesign.co.uk

